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By Dennis L. Richardson

Authorhouse. Hardcover. Condition: New. 128 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.4in.In Above and
Beyond, Dennis L. Richardson, an experienced naval officer, shares the true story of how as newly
appointed manager of Assault Craft Unit FOURs Fleet Maintenance Activity, he was responsible for
the bottom-up reorganization, culminating more than three hundred sailors at the only East Coast-
based maintenance organization facilitating thirty-five Landing Craft Air Cushion (LCAC)--from 2014
to 2017. In this arduous environment, the organization was crippled by a broken maintenance
philosophy, broken repair processes, and the worst maintenance readiness in years. Richardson
fundamentally changed the way they did things through aggressive initiatives, visionary leadership,
and key process changes centered on a comprehensive reform of the maintenance philosophy. He
then helped navigate the organization by elevating readiness from 37 percent up to as high as 72
percent through innovation and smart maintenance practices--the most successful readiness in a
decade. While guiding the organization through epic changes, Richardson empowered the
workforce and created a culture of continuous process improvement, excelling at routine day-to-
day maintenance completion to complex depot-level repairs on time with zero production delays.
In 2016, they executed 769, 000 production hours and saved over 23. 2 million in...
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This publication is worth getting. it absolutely was writtern very completely and useful. I am quickly could possibly get a pleasure of reading a written
publication.
-- Ar ia ne Ra u-- Ar ia ne Ra u

Certainly, this is actually the best job by any article writer. It can be loaded with knowledge and wisdom I realized this pdf from my i and dad advised this
book to discover.
-- Ms. V er lie Goyette-- Ms. V er lie Goyette
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